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We Won't Win This—At Best We Set It Back

Unless we can get rid of the Fed and the fools in Congress that cling to American Em-
pire, 'rules-based order', and a lingering 'manifest destiny', we won't be able to defeat 
the 'Davos/WEF crowd completely—'this is a war we can't win—at best we set it back.'

'Klaus Schwab and his WEF-ers' are morons—but with power. Like BRICS members 
that include most of oil-producing OPEC, the WEF is backed by more than 1000 major 
corporations who want nothing more than a steady, unhindered profit from us to them.

As I discussed in my last article, Biden has to turn the US into a quiescent police 
state before he can hand us over to the 'global collective'. It won't be enough that he is 
nipping at the heels of gun-rights—he needs to take 'a bite out' of the 2nd Amendment.

On the global front, elites have to get CBDC in place. As of late, I'm more concerned 
about that possibility, which may happen sooner rather than later because the elite 
'hand is going to be called', when they can no longer paper-over coming bank failures.
 US elites removed any need for an FDIC by backstopping all bank deposits, large 
and small. More empty rhetoric, like a bromide to raise the debt ceiling because the US 
can't afford to default on its debt. How can the US back all deposits with phony dollars?  

China's 'nationalist' leaders, with a huge middle class, see fiat currencies in jeopardy. 
In support, they allow citizens to purchase gold directly from banks—as wealth alterna-
tive. The US government, globalists rather than nationalists, caring little for a disap-
pearing middle class, dissuade access to precious metals—for its 'would be plebeians'.

Is this our future? 100 banks fail on a Friday. On Monday banks fail to open—but 
with an announcement: "Notwithstanding a strong historical bond with its 6 major 
banks, the US, at the behest of Congress/Biden Administration (in support of the dollar, 
democracy and equity), mandates the following imperative: The Federal Reserve, to-
gether with the Department of the Treasury, are to launch US/CBDC bank, forthwith."

A document consisting of 1112 rules—2 that matter most: "This step is being taken 
because of existential risk to the dollar, necessitating a temporary closure of commer-
cial banks, to better insure dollar stability. Also, to further support the dollar, non CBDC 
crypto currencies (Bitcoin etcetera), are, until further notice, illegal to be owned or used 
within the US, or in any nation placing its currency within the US/CBDC structure."

"Actions of necessity, brought about by circumstances rather than policies or individ-
ual action, require a 'martial approach' to alternative currencies until economic stability 



can be regained. As of this date, alternative currencies are illegal, including Bitcoin, 
gold, and silver. Because barter functions as illegal currency (and because there will be 
criminal attempts to bring down the dollar), barter (until this ban is lifted), is illegal. Citi-
zens, however, will be able, for 30 days, to turn-in banned 'illegal currencies' for dollars 
to be placed in individual CBDC Fed accounts—in effect for each US SS number..   

Without alternative currencies, who will resist CBDCs—who even could? Unless you 
have everything you need, or are part of a buying club willing to accept illegal curren-
cies, how can you stay away from having to use your account and the funds within it?

Myself as a example: my income comes from rents and some additional wealth in 1 
oz. precious metal coins. Unless my renters have something to trade (which could land 
them in jail), the rent they pay to me will go into my CBDC account, which I need to pay 
bills, or starve, outside of the system. Starving the non-compliant is part of the plan?

Given CBDC, for gold/silver/crypto to play a meaningful role, each will be required, in 
addition to being a store of value (I know some don't see crypto as a store of value), to 
function as an alternative currency to CBDC. Some help is coming from states making 
CBDC illegal and gold as legal tender for payment. But, will this be enough to stop a 
CBDC takeover? This will be all-out war where the elite will use anything/everything. 
Are we being foolish to assume that states will be able to tell US/CBDC to go to hell?

CBDC would bring an end to 'small business America'—that built this nation. There 
is no way, under CBDC rules, that small businesses can maintain profitability, consider-
ing the costs to keep up with required additional audits and regulation implementation.

CBDC will be implemented for the sake of 'stakeholders', which includes everyone—
right? Wrong. Stakeholders are few and are the same 'cats' that do ''rules-based order'.

These so-called 'stakeholder's'—how do they relate to sovereignty? In no way, it's 
either sovereignty or phony equity—you only get 1. Because elites didn't prepare, they 
need to criminalize those of us who did. Call us insect names—gold bugs. Hoarders.

How did we get here? For me—it's simple: we abandoned the gold standard to a 
credit/welfare state—and propaganda that government has your back. The result of 
that decision is a 'body politic' that lives in fear and cannot take care of themselves. 
What a gift for Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab. But, how does it play-out in our culture? 

The latest of the generations, Gen/Z, if they read, read literature that focuses on 
'staying in safe spaces', physically and emotionally. Whereas we couldn't wait for our 
16th birthday to get a license, maybe a car—many  Gen/Zs don't want drivers licenses.

This greases the tracks for a US/CBDC. Technology works for both sides but the 
elites have harnessed it—and AI will enforce it. Both young and old on the left are un-
aware that this 'narrative' of white supremacy against minorities is a 'made-up' thing. 
That the US, overall, is far less racist than 50 years ago. That focus on 'white su-
premacy' intends to render the nation 'pliant', to then be handed-over to a 'feudal hell'.

It was always the case that certain information was kept from abusive parents by 
schools—but that was 1 in a 100 parents. Now it's flipped. Elites want to sequester a 
child's education from all parents. Within CBDC slavery, parents are not stakeholders.

Sadly, most on the left are unaware that the elite mission is being institutionalized. 
But fortunately, US/CBDC requires an almost seamless transition that government is 
incapable of. I'm confident that liberty will prevail in the fight for sound money, but the 
road will be rough. Against those of us speaking out—someone will be taking names.  

Contrarians can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com.  



 


